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HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES CAN BE OBTAINED FROM THIS FLICKR ALBUM 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/lorenzobelenguer/albums/72157659781276970 
 
Kate Moss eagerly awaits your presence now. 
 
Le Dame Art Gallery is pleased to present I Am A Celebrity; Therefore I Exist, a new series of original oil 
drawings on canvas and on canvas paper in which Belenguer explores the idolisation of the celebrity 
status. He cannily mixes portraits of famous and non-famous individuals at which point we become 
unable to distinguish who is whom. 
 
Belenguer's minimalist style allows us to explore the human being behind the persona that always 
surrounds the celebrity status regardless of how ordinary Instagram updates seem to appear. Similar 
body of work was selected for a group show titled No Soul For Sale at the Tate Modern 10th anniversary 
in May 2010.  
 
Belenguer says: “I'm fascinated the way celebrity culture has evolved specially since Instagram became 
the direct channel between the famous people and their fans. The false sense of accessibility is what 
I'm interested in. Beyonce is followed by over 40 million people. Much above the population of big 
countries like Canada.” Chiara Canal & Cristina Cellini Antonini, the directors of Le Dame gallery, add: 
“We're delighted that Belenguer accepted our invitation to create new drawings for his first solo show 
in London for over three years. His minimal style is very evocative and inspiring and hope the visitors 
enjoy his distinctive approach. Lorenzo has shown in the Tate Modern and participated in performances 
at the ICA and Serpentine Gallery and is a privilege to be working with him again.” 
 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/lorenzobelenguer/albums/72157659781276970


                                                          
EXHIBITION FACTS 
 
TITLE: I Am A Celebrity; Therefore I Exist 
ADDRESS: Le Dame Art Gallery at Meliá White House  
Albany Street, Regent's Park, London NW1 3UP 
OPENING HOURS: Mon to Fri 10am to 6pm – Sat & Sun by appointment only 
TELEPHONE: 0044 (0) 7947653530 
EMAIL: info@ledame.co.uk 
WEBSITE: www.ledameartgallery.com 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE TO EDITORS 
 
 
ABOUT THE ARTIST 

 

Spanish artist from Valencia based in London highly influenced by Minimalism and Arte Povera. Lorenzo 
Belenguer was one of the two performers invited by Leah Capaldi to perform ‘Hung’ at the Serpentine 
Gallery. Tate Liverpool as part of the Keywords project. ‘No Soul for Sale’ at the Tate Modern and many 
other exhibitions mainly held in London. This year, Belenguer has exhibited alongside 56th Venice 
Biennale.  

 

ABOUT THE LE DAME ART GALLERY 

 

Le Dame Art Gallery has a reputation for scouting and representing the finest Italian contemporary 
artists.  We work with a group of resident artists, that we represent exclusively in the UK and worldwide, 
and whose works have been commissioned or acquired by public, corporate and private collections. Le 
Dame Art Gallery is based at the Level at the Meliá White House, a 5 stars luxury hotel in central London, 
where the gallery has been curating the MWH Art Collection and where they also hosted the first edition 
of ARTROOMS 2015 – International Contemporary Art Fair. With approx 2000 sq meters exhibition 
spaces from the Meliá White House, Le Dame Art Gallery is proud to launch Le Dame Art Hub running 
two programs for international & UK based artists 
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